Week beginnng 30th March 2020
Maths - Both online and paper tasks set each week

Topic

Year 7

Where the student can Doddle
find the resources
(Lessons 4 - 6)

Topic

Year 8

Revise Angles and Factors.
multipes & primes (except 7CC)
7CC - Place value and written
methods

Revise Angles and Factors,
multipes & primes

Where the student can Doddle
find the resources
(Lessons 4 - 6)

Higher (9y1/9y2) - Angles in
polygons and solving simple
equations

Topic

Year 9

Foundation (9y3 and below) Quadrilaterals and triangles

Doddle
Lessons include powerpoints,
Where the student can worksheets, online tests and
find the resources
revision

Transformations pt 2

SMH
Maths Mastery task and exercise
booklet to be printed
(4 sessions per week)

Transformations pt 2

SMH
Maths Mastery task and exercise
booklet to be printed
(4 sessions per week)

English

SMH
Intervention booklet to be printed
and solutions

Art and Design

The Tempest activities

7CC - More on pH scale
7JT - Plant reproduction
7KC, 7JT, 7NG, 7WP Self
7KC - Organisation and breathing
portrait project
7NG - P1.3
7WP -Chemical reactions - part 2. 7CC "How to" drawing tasks

Google classroom and SMHW

7CC - Doddle and SMH
7JT - Doddle and SMHW
7KC - Doddle
7NG - Doddle
7WP - Doddle, seneca and SMH

Romeo and Juliet, and creative
writing tasks

8AG - materials ( composite,
plastic,polymer
8AH - Motion graphs
8CL - Materials
8JP - Continued from last week Adaptations and Biodiversity
8TH - materials ( composite,
plastic,polymer)

Google classroom and SMHW

8AG - Doddle
8AH - Doddle and SMH
8CL - Doddle + SMHW
8JP - Doddle
8TH - Doddle

A Christmas Carol (y3 and 4, z13), Jekyll and Hyde (y1 and 2)

9Y1 - Osmosis practical and
Review of B1
9Y2 - energy resources
9Y3 - Efficiency and power
9Y4 - Cells - and also test on P1
to be sent on wednesday
9Z1 - Osmosis practical and
Review of B1
9Z2 - JR: C1 - Electron structure,
history of periodic table
9Z3 - Continued from last week Cells and Diseases

Google classroom and SMHW

9Y1 -Doddle SMH/Seneca
9Y2 -Doddle /SMH?youtube
9Y3 -Doddle
9Y4 - Doddle
9Z1 - Doddle /SMH/Seneca
9Z2 - Doddle/SMHW
9Z3 - Doddle

Higher (9y1/9y2) - Forming and
solving equations
Foundation (9y3 and below) Fractions, decimals and
percentages

Science

Google classroom/ SHMHK

Business

Citizenship

Create an advert for a new
Mcdonalds Burger

Murder Mystery Year 7

Performing Arts/Dance

Film Studies

Food Tech

Please see PE

Geography

Health and Social Care

Sociology

History

You must complete your
History enaggement booklet
on Canterbury Cathedral
Local Study Booklet.

Ecosystems

Emailed document - Work
out the solutions on paper email answers
Seneca Learning:
Abstraction, Decomposition
and Algorithmic Thinking +
Murder Mystery Solving
Activity (SMH)

Design your own Burger and
create a poster/ advert for your
new product!

8JP, 8AG, 8TH- Self portrait
Project / Whole year project
MFL and Art 8CL self portrait Create an advert for a new
collage/painting
Mcdonalds Burger

8JP, 8AG, 8TH - Google
classroom/ SHMHK/ MFL
and Art SHMHK

IT/Comp Sci

Music

Philosophy and Ethics

Ecosystems project

The wider world

Research project: BRITPOP!
Find out about this important
You must complete your
90s pop music genre.
History enaggement booklet Resources and materials in
on Deal and Walmer Castle your GOOGLE
local Local Study Booklet.
CLASSROOM

9BCG - Self portrait Project/ 9RBR Create an advert for a new
Colour Landscape
Mcdonalds Burger

Please see PE

You must complete your History
enaggement booklet on RAF
Manston local Local Study
Booklet.

Geographical application and skills

Revise vocabulary using Quizlet
(links on SMHW and Google
Classroom)
Complete revision worksheets (on
SMHW and Google Classroom)
Complete assignments set on
Seneca as relevant
8CL / 8AH Spanish - Links for
Seneca/Quizlet on SMHWK revise
Places in town/future tense/things
to do in town/time frames/

Research project: BRITPOP!
Find out about this important
90s pop music genre.
Resources and materials in
your GOOGLE
CLASSROOM

Design your own Burger and
create a poster/ advert for your
new product!

Mastering the foundations for
GCSE

Show my homework and hard
copies given

Home fitness challenges
theoretical and physical
tasks set via SMHM to all
teaching groups. Pulse
raising work sheet via
Google Classroom.

Show my Homework

Complete GCSE general
vocabulary booklet (on SMHW use Quizlet links to help)
Revise present, preterite and near
future tense and produce grammar
guide (on SMHW - use BBC
bitesize to help)

Higher (10y1/10y2) - Box plots,
TimeSeries and Histograms

Topic

Foundation (10y3 and below) Angles in polygons and Bearings

Higher (10y1/10y2) - Probability
and Data Handling
Foundation (10y3 and below) Number and Algebra

GJ - GCSE - Complete NF Project/
Viewpoint project start date 31st
March
Compoent 3 revision

DANCE = Solo Choreographic
Task.
PERF ARTS = Contnue with
COMP 1 research journal. Use
videos and KV guidance to
support.

Age of Entitlements and Rights for
Citizens. 1. Online quiz of varying
ages of entitlement. 2. 8 Mark
GCSE question on the age of
voting.

Students to continue with
their screenplays for the
coursework component.
There will also be a Let the
Right One In exam question
avalible.

Preparation of revision
resources
Investigation tasks
Practical work

Component 1. Complete
Task1, Growth and
Location knowledge - links to Development of an individual
all exam papers - skills and across tree life stages and
application.
start Task 2, Coping with Life N/A

Crime and punishment Revision
workbook and Quizzes to
complete

Continue with Unit 2 Assignment 2 leaflets (3 in total) - London, seaside
& countryside areas - make sure you
explain why each of the
features/attractions are suitable for 2
visitor types. If finished complete the
Easter in Spain worksheet. Family Merit/Distinction task - Make
& Friends, Sports and Hobbies, My recommendations and justify
Studies, Life at School, Education improvements to increase the appeal
post-16, House, Town and Shops, for ONE destination. Any questions
Food, Shopping, Eating Out
email LPA.

Nazi Germnay workbook and
revision with exam question

Plenty of work here for
several weeks. Also,
continue with your Blogs.

Show my homework share
answers on google docs

Music Theory: Continue to
learn about theory, harmony
and reading sheet music
using the pack in your
Google Classroom.
Show my Homework

Google Classroom - Seneca
Website Link

Year 10

Doddle
Lessons include powerpoints,
Where the student can worksheets, online tests and
find the resources
revision

SMH
Revision Mats to be printed and
solutions

SMHW and Google Classroom

10Y1 - Doddle/ SMH
10Y2 - Doddle/SMH
10Y3 - Doddle/SMH
10Y4 - Doddle / Seneca/ bitesize
10Y5 10Z1 - SMH/Doddle/Seneca
10Z2 -

GJ- Google classroom

Google classroom - relevant class
page

DANCE = Google
Classroom/email link sent with
instructions.
PERF ARTS = Google Drive
document. Google classroom
videos.

Lesson will be uploaded to Google
Classroom and SMHW by Monday
30th MArch

Resouces on google
classroom

Google classroom

SMHW - Task booklet attached.

Google Classroom

N/A

Revise vocabulary using Quizlet
(links on SMHW)
Join Seneca group and complete
Food check assignment
Revise present, preterite and near
future tense (on SMHW - use BBC
bitesize to help)
google classroom

Seneca Learning: Set tasks;
Comuter Science Revision
Cards & Worksheets given to
Pps; Google Classroom
Activities & Work sheets

Topic

Mock set 4 exam paper revision

Topic based revision

Work towards portfolio of best
work , 11z1 - Language Paper 1
questions, 11SE - recommended
reading list sent out to students via
email.
Revision for exam windows

Complete Art Exam Prep

Component 1 and 2 corrections
and improvements

ACTING = Watch 'Girls Like That'
to add detail to influences in notes
for Ideas section. MUSICAL
THEATRE = Create notes for
Ideas section.

Government spending Lesson

Component 1 - Rebel without
a Cause and Ferris Bueller's
Day off sections and
comparison questions,
timeline of key events and
Completion of Food Preparation
The Hurt Locker
Task

Google Classroom - Seneca
Website Link

Year 11

Students were given printed
Where the student can copies but spares and
find the resources
markschemes available on SMH

Topic

Year 12

Topic

Year 13

5.2: Linear models

Where the student can
find the resources
SMH

Past exam paper revision

Google Classroom
Where the student can Use revision village for support
find the resources

1) Piximaths.co.uk revision mats
2) mathsgenie.co.uk videos,
questions and markschemes
3) Pixl maths app
Details on SMH for all

Google classroom

5.3: Arithemtic Sequences

On google classroom:
1. Literature tracker (1 hour
reading min.)
2. Non-literary tracker (1 hour
reading min.)
3. Independent textbook work

Unit 4b to be completing.

Unit 1 coursework corrections

SMH

Google clasroom

Google classroom

Google classroom - relevant class
page

Studies - Application of calculus
SL - Volume of revolutions

Google Classroom

GJ- All have exam paper. The help Google classroom - relevant class
sheets are on Google classroom
page

23CD - forensic analysis

GJ- Unit 5 Portfolio - complete
prep for presentation

Unit 4 and 8 coursework
corrections

Google classroom

Google classroom - relevant class
GoogleSlides - Google Classroom page

Show my homework

Link to shows = in email from KV.
Ideas Section notes to complete
using Google Classroom Ideas
doc.

All resources are on Google
Classroom.

Revision for all three papers Completing Component 1 and 2
Demonstrate care values.
Write a script for your role
play. Perform the role play
and ask for feedback based
on the feedback sheet.
Write your evaluation
incorporating the feedback
given. All instructions in
booklet on Google
classroom. Complete the
Services and Access part of
the coursework. All details in
the Google Classroom. If
you have yet to complete
Component 1 (check tracker)
you need to complete that.
Within Google docs there are Then respond to teacher
a variety of folders with a
comments on your
variety of materials. Choose component 2 work. They will
which area you wish to
be checked again. NB
YOUR WORK IS IN THE
Google docs - notes and feedback concentrate on and use the
resources accordingly.
10D 2018 CLASSROOM
added by CR individually

Families

Revision on show my homework
and drive

Home fitness challenges
theoretical and physical
tasks set via SMHM to all
teaching groups. GCSE PE
Tasks set via school email.
Seneca and Everlearner.
The Cardio-Respiratory
System Questions (10).
OCR Sport Studies - Video
analysis of badminton
performance.
School email access to
Seneca and Everlearner.
OCR Sport Studies Google Classroom for task.
Pupils complete on their
Badminton Slides
presentation.

OCR Sport only- All students
have been given a media
coursework sheet, which
outlines exactly what they still
need to do. There are 5
assignments.
Task 1 - Sport and Media
posters
Task 2- Positive effects of the
Continue working on Unit 3
media on sport.
Assignment 2 Customer
Task 3- Negative effects of the
Service for 3 different visitor
types for 3 T&T organisations. media on sport
Task 4- The relationship
All work and resources are
between sport and the media
uploaded on the classroom.
Task 5- Evaluating media
Any questions email Mrs
coverage of sport. OCR Sport
Edwards.
(only) All coursework can be
found on google classroom.
Along with assignment briefs,
help sheets and examples.

Pre destination lesson

ALL GCSE VOCABULARY
TOPICS

Show my Hoemwork

Revise vocabulary for all GCSE
topics using Quizlet (links on
SMHW)
Revise grammar and verb tenses
using BBC Bitesize
Practise Listening, Reading and
Writing using Seneca classroom,
revision guides, Exampro links (on
SMHW)
Revise speaking questions using
booklets (will be emailed)
google classroom

Leadership skills and qualities

Key Terms. Family forms,
changes within the family
linked to changes in society.
Key studies evaluate weakness for each. Seneca
Learning self assessment

Easter in Spain worksheet.
Food and eating out,
Grammar revision (present,
preterite, future, conditional)
[Japanese and French Core:
Duolingo language learning]
SMHW, Google Classroom,
Quizlet, Seneca, BBC
bitesize [Japanese and
French Core: Duolingo
language learning app]
Continue with Independent
Performance Commission.
Complete notes for Proposal.
Watch shows to strengthen
inspiration. Write Proposal using
Brief as guidance.
UNIT 6 - Ensure all work is up to
date: Context piece, character
workshops and log books etc.

Grammar revision - all
Grammar

Google classroom: all videos
shared. Inspiration shows shared
in email.
UNIT 6 - Emails and google drive
documents

SMHW, Seneca, Google
Classroom

RS

Work through homework
project booklet for the next
two weeks

Pupils have 2
evaluation ssays to
complete that link and
contunue with our
work from class on
Buddhist beliefs and
practices. Both
evaluation questioins
are on show my
hoemwork with an
attached PP on how to
achieve their target
levels. These
evaluation essays
should be written and
shared on google docs
so I can mark and give
feedback easily to
pupils.

Students should have the
booklets with them but it's
also on SMHW and google
classroom
Create a 30 second a day
video diary of life during a
pandemic. If you don't have
resources to record
something then document
this through a piece of art
work/a poem/a song/a
written journal or another
form of your choice.

Create an isolation video
diary over the course of
several weeks.

Google classroom

Seneca Learning: Set tasks
Home Task 2: Networks and
Security

10Y1 - Finishing C4/5
10Y2 - Photosynthesis practical
10Y3 - C4 - displacement and
electrolysis
10Y4 - Continuing with energy
changes and bond energy
10Y5 - electrolysis and energy
changes
10Z1 - Acid and alkali,
An Inspector Calls activities packs, neutralisation
A Christmas Carol revision packs 10Z2 -

PPS

Information on SMHW and
google classroom

We are now starting
phiosophy and ethics As an
introductioin to the topic we
have set you a Take away
menu of activities. You must
complete three of these
Easter in Spain worksheet. GCSE
tasks (including one hot or
vocabulary and grammar
extra hot taks)
preparation

Google Classroom - Seneca
Website Link

Google classroom/ SHMHK

Home fitness challenges
theoretical and physical
tasks set via SMHM to all
teaching groups. Pulse
raising work sheet via
Google Classroom.

Easter in Spain worksheet.
Physical Descriptions, House
and Town

Show my homework and hard
copies given

Country study project

Seneca Learning:
Abstraction, Decomposition
and Algorithmic Thinking +
Murder Mystery Solving
Activity (SMH)

PE

Home fitness challenges
theoretical and physical
tasks set via SMHM to all
teaching groups. Pulse
raising work sheet via
Google Classroom.

Revise Vocabulary using Quizlet
(links on SMHW and Google
Classroom)
Complete revision worksheets (on
SMHW and Google Classroom)
Complete assignments set on
Seneca (FR only)
7NG Spanish Revise all of the
above - Seneca online links
shared through SMHWK and
Quizlet

Google Classroom - Seneca
Website Link
Design your own Burger and
create a poster/ advert for your
new product!

T+T

EASTER IN SPAIN
WORKSHEET. Greetings,
Personal Information, Family,
Pets, Opinions, Connectives
Quantifiers (FR and SP) Sports
and Hobbies (SP only)

Independent research
project on band or artist of
your choice. Resources and
materials in your GOOGLE
CLASSROOM

Show my homework and hard
copies given

MFL

What are the leadership skills
and qualities that are needed
for a sports coach?
Can you describe each skill and
quality and explain why having
that skill or quality creates an
excellent sports coach.

Unit 1 Revision for Mr F on
Everlearner. Unit 3 Continue
with Career related studies as
directed by emailed work and
share with Mr F to comment.
Unit 5- Application of fitness
testing. Assignment 2- students
must now create a performance
profile for their clients.
Students have been given hard
copies but this can also be
found on google classroom and
SMHW

Show my Homework
Pupils are two
complete the Year 8
RS empathy project.
This asks pupils to
recap their knowledge
and understanding of
Muslim beliefs and
practices and then
evaluate how
individuals of dfferent
faiths are intergrated
into British society
particularly at KES
They have a workbook
Show
my hoemwork
to complete,
they can
do this on google docs
on on word, save tehir
answers and email it
to me.

